Introduction {#s1}
============

It has long been proposed that humans tend to represent abstract domains such as time or number in terms of more concrete domains such as space (Lakoff and Johnson, [@B36]). Indeed, evidence for this cross-domain mapping has accumulated over the past 25 years (e.g., Boroditsky, [@B15]; Fischer and Fias, [@B23]; Núñez and Cooperrider, [@B48]). Temporal sequences and events, for instance, appear to be represented along a spatially extending *mental time line* (MTL), as attested to both in linguistic and non-linguistic tasks (overview in Bonato et al., [@B14]; Bender and Beller, [@B7]). Likewise, numbers appear to be represented along a spatially extending *mental number line* (MNL), as attested to in tasks using both explicit and implicit measures, such as those concerned with number line estimations (Siegler and Opfer, [@B63]; Moeller et al., [@B43]) or with the *spatial--numerical association of response codes* (SNARC) effect (Dehaene et al., [@B19]; Wood et al., [@B69]). MTL and MNL have in common that they are assumed to extend in a more or less spatial manner, along one dimension, in one direction, and potentially ad infinitum. An increasing body of evidence related to these constructs seems to corroborate that the domains of space, time, and number are intrinsically linked in human minds, and perhaps even in human brains (Walsh, [@B67]).

Yet, some observations appear to be at odds with such linear representations, pointing to the possibility that these representations might be neither innate nor universal (e.g., Núñez, [@B45], [@B46]; Bender and Beller, [@B7]). In particular, three sets of findings are inconsistent with a simply painted picture of cross-domain congruency: (1) the remarkable degree of variability in representations, both within and across domains; (2) the deep impact of cultural practices on the shape of these representations; and (3) the dependency of such representations on task specifics and context.

Variability in representations
------------------------------

Time is the prototypical example of how variable the spatialization of abstract concepts may be (for overviews, see Galton, [@B26]; Bender and Beller, [@B7]). Besides the *linear* representation, which has invited the image of a mental time line, time can also be represented as cyclically recurring (Le Guen and Pool Balam, [@B37]) or as radially extending from (or pointing toward) one\'s own present (Bennardo, [@B12]; Bender et al., [@B9]). The latter concept in particular, with its half-axes radiating out from the conceptual (deictic) center, factually precludes the existence of a single time line. And it is claimed that some groups like the Yucatec Maya or Amondawa do not represent time in terms of space at all (Sinha et al., [@B64]; Le Guen and Pool Balam, [@B37]).

But even those representations that are compatible, in principle, with a linear spatial construct may still vary regarding the number of different time lines a person can hold (e.g., Miles et al., [@B41]); regarding the axis (i.e., lateral, sagittal, or vertical) along which the lines unfold and the direction in which they point (e.g., Fuhrman et al., [@B25]; Bergen and Chan Lau, [@B13]); and regarding whether the lines are anchored in the speaker\'s subjective present or in objective features of, say, the landscape (e.g., Boroditsky and Gaby, [@B16]; Núñez et al., [@B49]). Part of this variability is due to the fact that, also for spatial representations, we do not just have one available option, and our preferences depend on a bunch of partly unrelated factors, including the perspective focused on and the affordances and constraints inherent in the tasks used.

Whether a similar degree of variability may also be found for the MNL has not yet been investigated in a systematic manner, but possible sources and types of variation have been discussed (e.g., Galton, [@B27]; Ernest, [@B21]; Bender and Beller, [@B5]; Núñez, [@B46]; Winter et al., [@B68]), and some characteristics of the MNL are known to vary due to cultural influences (see next section). Yet, with the remarkable degree of variability even *within* one domain, it is almost obvious that there cannot be a simple congruence of the spatially grounded, mental representations of time (MTL) and number (MNL) *across* domains either.

Cultural impact
---------------

A great deal of the variability reported in the previous section can be accounted for by cultural influences, including linguistic metaphors, culture-specific concepts, and culturally embedded practices. For instance, not only the choice of a specific conceptualization of time (i.e., as linear, cyclical, or radial), but also the dimension and direction of linear representations are affected by cultural beliefs and epistemological frameworks, implying, for instance, how the future relates to the present, or whether the future is located in front of or behind the speaker (e.g., León-Portilla, [@B38]; Núñez and Sweetser, [@B52]). If time is represented along a linear axis, its direction appears to be additionally influenced by linguistic metaphors, as reflected in expressions such as "looking forward to the future" (inviting a sagittal line pointing from back to front) or "a custom handed down to us from our ancestors" (inviting a vertical line pointing downwards). Moreover, cultural practices such as those underlying the preferential reading and writing direction appear to be correlated with the direction of the time line (e.g., Tversky et al., [@B66]; Bergen and Chan Lau, [@B13]).

A similar influence of the reading and writing direction has also been observed for the mental number line, which extends from left to right for speakers of English, but from right to left for speakers of Arabic and Hebrew (Dehaene et al., [@B19]; Zebian, [@B70]; Shaki et al., [@B62]; for an additional or alternative influence of finger counting, see also Fischer and Brugger, [@B22]; Bender and Beller, [@B6]). The second feature of the MNL which is subject to cultural influences is its scale: initially logarithmic, it seems to shift toward linearity with the extent of formal mathematical education (Dehaene et al., [@B20]), even though some interpret the available data as a composition of two distinct number lines rather than the transformation of one into another (e.g., Moeller et al., [@B43]).

Finally, both for time and for number, representations may not be spatialized at all (overview in Bender and Beller, [@B7]), at least not along a spatially extended line. As convincingly argued by Núñez ([@B45], [@B46]), the number line is actually a highly sophisticated and culturally mediated concept that took centuries to develop in a particular cultural and historic context, strongly linked to cultural practices of measuring and to instruments such as rulers. Once in place, these practices give rise to SNARC-like effects, not only for quantity representations, but for all kinds of sorting tasks, also for non-numerical categories (Núñez et al., [@B51]). In untrained participants, at least some response patterns are more accurately accounted for by nonlinear representations (Núñez et al., [@B44]), and the extent to which they are spatial to begin with partly depends on the task used (see next section). Clearly, there is a dire need for more research into the exact nature of number representations not affected by Western schooling (Beller et al., [@B3]).

Dependency on tasks
-------------------

A third complication in the picture of cross-domain congruency emerges from the observation that response patterns may depend on task specifics and context.

Again, let us begin with the domain of time, for which this has been analyzed in detail. The toolkit of tasks used to investigate spatial representations of time includes different paradigms: language elicitation, observation of co-speech gestures and postural sway, mapping tasks, and reaction time paradigms based on congruency priming. Notably, the observed time line was found to differ profoundly in terms of the axis along which it unfolds, depending on the paradigm used to investigate it. English speakers, for instance, exhibit a sagittal time line in linguistic tasks and when measuring postural sway, but rely almost exclusively on the lateral axis in co-speech gestures and for tasks requiring spatial layouts (for an overview, see Bender and Beller, [@B7]). Even within a single paradigm, specifically the tasks based on congruency priming, a variety of axes can be activated depending on task-specific characteristics (Torralbo et al., [@B65]).

Response patterns may also depend on whether the task explicates the issue of mapping or leaves it implicit. Normally, space-time mappings appear to be highly automatized. Co-speech gestures, for instance, are produced spontaneously without people necessarily being aware of them. In such cases, English speakers strongly prefer to recruit the lateral axis, with leftward gestures for earlier times and rightward gestures for later times. If these same people are asked to *deliberately* produce gestures referring to past and future events, however, they do so much more often along the sagittal axis, familiar to them from linguistic metaphors (Casasanto and Jasmin, [@B18]).

Crucially, apart from the purely linguistic tasks, most of the tasks typically used in this field contain a spatial component: Co-speech gestures and postural sway inevitably unfold in space, and this is also true for abstract pointing and the arrangement of tokens required in mapping tasks and for the predefined congruency priming in reaction time paradigms. It is thus not surprising that these tasks uncover *spatialized* representations of time. The same arguably holds for the domain of number, where both SNARC effect studies and number line estimation tasks *a priori* impute the spatial representation they try to measure (for related arguments, see also Núñez, [@B46]; Shaki and Fischer, [@B61]).

In other words: Spatial representations of number---as of time---may be more diverse than we tend to assume; but in order to explore this realm of possibilities, we require tasks that allow participants to recruit other dimensions beyond the well-known number line; we need to pay attention to perspective and frames of reference; and we need to take the diverse sources of linguistic and cultural variability more seriously. The study reported here, while exploratory in nature, is intended as a first step in this direction. It is based on a paper-and-pencil survey conducted among speakers of five languages: English, Norwegian, German, Chinese, and Japanese.

The study {#s2}
=========

Given that both time and number appear to be represented in terms of space, the study reported here aims at exploring the extent to which spatial representations of number may be subject to the same degree of variability, cultural impact, and dependency on task specifics and context as are spatial representations of time. To this end, the study focuses on the extent to which spatial representations of symbolic number depend (i) on a particular perspective or frame of reference, (ii) on the linguistic and cultural background of participants, and (iii) on a specific task.

Regarding (i), spatial representations and inferences change fundamentally depending on which perspective is taken, that is, whether a superordinate field, a given reference point, or a subjective viewpoint is taken as the underlying frame of reference (Levinson, [@B39]; Majid et al., [@B40]; Haun et al., [@B31]). Representations also change depending on whether objects are at rest (static) or moving (dynamic), with assignments of [front]{.smallcaps} and [forward]{.smallcaps} sometimes flipping between tasks that require a token either to be picked or moved (Bender et al., [@B10]). While similar dependencies have been observed for temporal representations, little is known about whether they may also be in place for number representations. We therefore collected data for fixed (static) relations vs. changing (dynamic) relations between specified numbers and number sequences, and data on whether a spatial orientation can be assigned to number sequences and the number line itself.

Regarding (ii), as preferences for a specific frame of reference in the domain of space do vary substantially across languages and cultures (Senft, [@B59]; Majid et al., [@B40]; Beller et al., [@B4]; Beller and Bender, [@B2]), a corresponding variability in number representations should be observed if these are really grounded in spatial representations. We therefore collected data from speakers of several languages that differ not only in writing systems, traditional writing direction, patterns of finger counting, and/or composition of number words (as detailed below), but also in their preferences for spatial frames of reference.

And regarding (iii), while spatial representations of number yielded with number line estimation tasks and in SNARC studies are necessarily confounded with the spatial layout of the tasks themselves, linguistic tasks offer more leeway for participants to provide responses that need not be compatible with a spatial representation. We therefore collected linguistic data in a questionnaire that explicitly asks participants, in different ways, about the orientation of numerical representations.

Selection of languages
----------------------

The survey was conducted with speakers of five languages: English, Norwegian, German, Chinese, and Japanese. English, Norwegian, and German belong to the Germanic branch of the Indo-European language family. While the two East Asian languages in our sample have no "genetic" relationship, Japanese has been influenced by Chinese in several ways, including with regard to the writing system, parts of the vocabulary, and the number system. The languages were chosen because they differ on several potentially relevant dimensions, including traditional writing direction, preferences for spatial and temporal referencing, and properties of the counting systems.

### Writing systems in the selection of languages

The writing systems of the Germanic languages are based on Latin, with a few additional letters in the case of Norwegian and German. The alphabet begins with "a" in all three languages, and ends in "z" in both English and German, and in "å" in Norwegian (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). All three are written from left to right, with lines ordered from top to bottom.

![The English, German, and Norwegian alphabet (enumeration of the German alphabet typically includes the basic letters only; the *umlauts ä*, ö, and ü, and the *eszett, ß*, are important for writing, but lack canonical position in the alphabetical order, hence underlaid in gray here).](fpsyg-09-01724-g0001){#F1}

The standardized form of spoken Chinese is written with logograms (i.e., Chinese characters) in one of two versions: the Simplified Chinese character system prevailing in the People\'s Republic of China, and the traditional system used outside mainland China. The written standard of Japanese uses mainly two types of writing systems: a set of logograms based on Chinese characters (*kanji*) and two syllabic scripts (*kana*). For the two syllabaries, *hiragana* and *katakana*, the modern and prevalent ordering system *gojuon* is based on 2-dimensional tabulation, beginning with vowel "a" in the upper left corner and ending on "wo" in the bottom right corner (Figures [2A,B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). By contrast, *kanji*, with its thousands of symbols, resists conventional ordering and is therefore sorted according to the composition principles on which the characters are based (for an example, see Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Traditionally, Chinese and Japanese were written from top to bottom, but writing from left to right is becoming increasingly frequent.

![Japanese writing systems: the two syllabaries *hiragana* **(A)** and *katakana* **(B)** in the *gojuon* ordering, and some of the *kanji* logograms **(C)** illustrating one of the methods for sorting them. Sources: **(A)** <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hiragana>, **(B)** <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Katakana>, **(C)** <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kodansha_Kanji_Learner%27s_Dictionary> (all retrieved on Sep 7, 2018); the *Illustrations of the SKIP method as described in en: Kodansha Kanji Learner\'s Dictionary* was created by Babbage (2011) and is licensed under the "Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported license" (<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:SKIP_Kanji_method_examples.svg>).](fpsyg-09-01724-g0002){#F2}

### Representations of space and time in the selection of languages

For describing spatial relations, speakers of all five languages make use of all known basic frames of reference (FoR), but differ with regard to the variant of the relative FoR. These variants differ in how the coordinate system that informs the viewpoint of an observer is transferred to the reference point for localizing an object in relation to the reference point. The object "in front of" the reference point would be the nearer object in the reflection variant, but the further-away object in the translation variant (Levinson, [@B39]). Germans strongly prefer the reflection type, while the others use both the reflection and translation type, but in distinct proportions (Beller et al., [@B4]; Beller and Bender, [@B2]; and see Bender et al., [@B10]).

With regard to time, speakers of most of these languages appear to recruit at least two distinct axes, and one of these in both directions, depending on task and context (data on English, German, and Chinese are reviewed in Bender and Beller, [@B7]; for data on Norwegian, see Bender et al., [@B11]; relevant data on Japanese are still lacking). All recruit the *sagittal* axis with a preference for back-to-front when representing past versus future events, yet with a preference (among German and Chinese speakers) or ambivalence (among English and Norwegian speakers) for the reversed front-to-back when events are moved forward. The *lateral* axis left-to-right is additionally or exclusively used in tasks that recruit space as the medium for representing time, such as in sign language or on paper. Finally, Chinese speakers also recruit the *vertical* axis top-to-bottom.

### Representations of number in the selection of languages

The number system in each of the five languages is largely decimal, both for number words and for numerical notations, but composition in the Germanic languages is substantially less regular and transparent than in the Eastern Asian languages (cf., Miura, [@B42]; Calude and Verkerk, [@B17]). Notations are based almost exclusively on Arabic digits for speakers of the Germanic languages, but to some extent also for speakers of Chinese and Japanese, alongside the more traditional Chinese characters. Studies on the mental number line indicate an alignment of the number line primarily with reading and writing direction, in that speakers of English and German exhibit left-to-right orientation (overview in Göbel et al., [@B28]) and Chinese speakers left-to-right or top-to-bottom orientation, depending on whether numbers are presented as Arabic digits or as Chinese characters (Hung et al., [@B32]). Japanese speakers, by contrast, were found to respond with left-to-right and bottom-to-top (Ito and Hatta, [@B34]). Patterns of finger counting which are additionally or alternatively assumed to affect the mental number line (Fischer and Brugger, [@B22]) are largely similar for speakers of English, Norwegian, and German, but more different for speakers of Japanese, and even more different for speakers of Chinese (overview in Bender and Beller, [@B6]).

### Language-specific possibilities for the spatialization of number

It may thus be expected that, if number representation follows the preferences for spatial representations, gradual differences between the five languages should be observed, in line with the difference in the degree to which speakers of these languages prefer the reflection versus the translation variant of the relative frame of reference. If number representation follows the preferences for temporal representations, German and Chinese should pattern alike, and should be distinct from English and Norwegian. Finally, if cultural and linguistic factors such as the direction of writing and reading or the transparency of number words play a crucial role, then English, Norwegian, and German should pattern alike, and should be distinct from Chinese and Japanese (which may also differ from one another due to different finger counting patterns).

Methods
-------

### Samples

A total of 475 individuals participated in this study. Seven participants were excluded due to being non-native speakers in their respective sample.

The English-speaking sample of 62 individuals was recruited at the University of Nottingham, Great Britain. Most participants were students; 33 (53.2%) were female; and their mean age was *M* = 19.8 years (*SD* = 2.6, range 18--36).

The Norwegian-speaking sample of 78 individuals was recruited at the University of Bergen, Norway. Most participants were students; 59 (75.6%) were female; and their mean age was *M* = 25.3 years (*SD* = 7.6, range 19--62; five did not indicate their age).

The German-speaking sample of 116 individuals was recruited at the University of Freiburg, Germany. Most participants were students; 74 (63.8%) were female; and their mean age was *M* = 23.0 years (*SD* = 4.9, range 18--47; two did not indicate their age).

The Chinese-speaking sample of 89 individuals was recruited from the Chinese community in Freiburg, Germany, and from short-term language courses for foreign students at the University of Freiburg. Most participants were students; 62 (69.7%) were female; and their mean age was *M* = 25.5 years (*SD* = 3.4, range 18--38; four did not indicate their age).

The Japanese-speaking sample of 123 individuals, finally, was recruited at Nagoya University, Japan. All participants were students; 41 (33.6%) were female (one did not indicate his or her gender); and their mean age was *M* = 19.5 years (*SD* = 1.8, range 18--34; two not did not indicate their age).

### Materials

The tasks described in the following were part of a larger paper-and-pencil survey that also included temporal and purely spatial items. Here, we focus only on those items that contain numbers or other ordered sequences such as letters or text segments, which are relevant for the questions under scrutiny in this paper. Letters in the tasks on letters (α1--α4) were based on the Latin alphabet for all but Japanese speakers, for whom the *hiragana* in the *gojuon* ordering was used instead. In the following, we use the British English version for illustration; for translations into Norwegian, German, Mandarin Chinese, and Japanese, see section 1 of the [Supplementary Materials](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Translations were conducted by bilingual speakers and subsequently back-translated.

\(1\) The *Moving Task (Mov)* consisted of four items, with an entity to be moved forward or backward (Norwegian: *fram* or *bakover*; German: *nach vorne* or *nach hinten*; Chinese: 往前 or 往后; Japanese: 前に or 後ろに) in the given context. Two items referred to numerical entities: (Mov_n1) The 7th signpost was moved {forward/backward} by two positions. Which number does the signpost now have?(Mov_n2) Jenny wanted to marry on the 15th of August, but the date had to be moved {forward/backward} by 7 days. On what date does the wedding now take place?

The other two items referred to other ordered entities: (Mov_α1) If, in the English alphabet, the letter "E" were moved {forward/backward} by one position, between which two letters would it end up?(Mov_s1) If, in this sentence, the word "apple" were moved {forward/backward} by three positions, between which two words would it end up?

The items were implemented in four arrangements, crossing, between subjects, two *phrasings* with two *orders of items*. Regarding the phrasings, two items requested a "forward" movement (e.g., *n2* and α1), the other two items a "backward" movement (e.g., *n1* and *s1*), and vice versa[^1^](#fn0001){ref-type="fn"}. One item order was *n2, n1, s1*, and α1, the other was the exact reversal.

\(2\) The *Order Task (Ord)* consisted of five items that asked for the order of entities, that is, whether a target entity is in front of or behind (Norwegian: *foran* or *bak*; German: *vor* or *hinter*; Chinese: 前面 or 后面; Japanese: 前 or 後) a reference entity. Two items used a forced-choice format, three used an open format. Two items referred to numerical entities: (Ord_n3) Number 25 is two positions ... □ in front of□ behind... number 23.(Ord_n4) Which number is 5 positions {in front of/behind} 9?

The other three items referred to other ordered entities: (Ord_α2) In the alphabet, the letter M is ... □ in front of□ behind... the letter P.(Ord_α3) Which letter is directly {in front of/behind} G in the alphabet?(Ord_s2) In this sentence, which word is [two]{.ul} positions {in front of/behind} the underlined word "two"?

The items were implemented in four arrangements, crossing, between subjects, two *phrasings* with two *orders of items*. The phrasing concerned the order of response options for the forced-choice items ("in front of" first vs. "behind" first) and the preposition used for the open items ("in front of" for the items *n4* and *s2*, and "behind" for the item α*3*, or vice versa). One item order was determined randomly, the second order was the exact reversal.

\(3\) The *F[ront]{.smallcaps} Assignment Task (Ass)* consisted of four items that directly asked whether or not an ordered sequence of entities has a front or back (Norwegian: *forside* or *bakside*; German: *Vorne* or *Hinten*; Chinese: 前面 or 后面; Japanese: 前方 or 後方), and if so, in which direction it is pointing. All items followed the same schema and had four response options, exemplified here for the item on the number list: (Ass_n5) {*Front/Back*} of an ordered number list ... □ is at the smallest number.□ is at the largest number.□ Something like this does not exist.□ Something else, namely \_\_\_\_\_\_\_.

As the last two response options were the same for all items, we explicate only the item-specific options for the three remaining items on other ordered sequences: (Ass_α4) {*Front/Back*} of the English alphabet ... □ is at the letter "a".□ is at the letter "z".(Ass_w) {*Front/Back*} of the word "holiday" ... □ is at the letter "h".□ is at the letter "y".(Ass_q) {*Front/Back*} of a questionnaire ... □ is at the instruction part.□ is at the thanking part.

The items were implemented in four arrangements, crossing, between subjects, two *phrasings* (asking for all items either for "*Front* of X ..." or "*Back* of X ...") with two *orders of items* (one random order and the exact reversal).

### Design and procedure

Four versions of questionnaires were constructed. The various types of tasks were presented within subjects in a fixed order (i.e., the Moving Task followed by the Order Task followed by the [Front]{.smallcaps} Assignment Task) in line with the increasingly explicit nature of the task (asking for the "front" of an ordered number list highlights the topic of interest more strongly than asking for the date to which an event is moved). The four item arrangements of each task were randomly assigned to one of the four versions of questionnaires, and varied between subjects, as indicated in the Materials section. Participants were instructed to work on all tasks in the given order.

Results
-------

After some preliminaries describing data coding and the procedure for analyzing the single items, we present three types of analyses, separately for numerical and other (i.e., alphabetical and textual) items: item-level analyses, an analysis of participants\' individual consistency across items, and an analysis that helps to decide to what extent the observed variation is task-specific or item-specific.

### Preliminaries

Our tasks required participants to indicate a moving direction (Moving Task), a succession (Order Task), or an orientation ([Front]{.smallcaps} Assignment Task), depending on a specific phrasing (i.e., forward/backward, in front of/behind, and front/back, as described in the Materials section). To enable a comparison of the responses across the phrasings, we re-coded the responses as to whether they indicated that [front]{.smallcaps} of the moving direction, of the reference entity, and of the figure\'s orientation, respectively, points (i) toward the smallest or largest number of a number sequence for the numerical items, (ii) toward the beginning or the end of the alphabet/*hiragana* for the alphabetical items, and (iii) toward the beginning or the end of a written segment for the textual items. For answers that did not allow an unambiguous re-coding of [front]{.smallcaps}, a missing value was assigned.

We began the data analysis by testing the responses, for each item separately (*item-level analyses*), for differences between languages, and for possible effects of the phrasings and item orders. To this end, we ran a log-linear analysis (Kennedy, [@B35]) on the re-coded responses with three independent variables: *language* (five versions), *phrasing* (two versions), and *order* of items (two versions). Main effects and interactions were tested for significance by comparing two log-linear models that differ in one candidate factor only.

The analysis started with the full model including the main effects and interactions of all factors. Then, we simplified the model stepwise by excluding one candidate factor at a time (as the basis for the next comparison) in the following order: (1) *language* × *phrasing* × *order*, (2) *phrasing* × *order*, (3) *language* × *order*, (4) *order*, (5) *language* × *phrasing*, (6) *phrasing*, (7) *language*. We began with those candidate factors that include the order of items, as we did not expect to find effects of this control variable, and then inspected effects of phrasing and language. Fit values of the computed log-linear models and significance values of the various main effects and interactions are reported in section 2 of the [Supplementary Materials](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for each item.

### F[ront]{.smallcaps} assignment on numerical items

In the following, we first describe the results of the item-level analyses. Then, we determine participants\' individual consistency in assigning [front]{.smallcaps}, and inspect possible sources of the observed variation.

*(1) Item-level analyses*. The log-linear analyses indicated a strong main effect *language* for each of the five numerical items, and a modulating effect of how the items were phrased for four items. Participants\' [front]{.smallcaps} assignments depending on language and phrasing are reported in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Percentage of (*N*) participants assigning F[ront]{.smallcaps} to the smallest number of a sequence for the five numerical items (n1 to n5), depending on language and phrasing.

                                                                  **English**                                                    **Norwegian**                **German**                    **Chinese**                  **Japanese**                                                                                                                                                                     
  --------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------- ----------------------------- ---------------------------- ----------------------------- ---------------------------- ----------------------------- ---------------------------- ----------------------------- ---------------------------- -----------
                                                                  **Phrasing**                                                   **Phrasing**                 **Phrasing**                  **Phrasing**                 **Phrasing**                                                                                                                                                                     
                                                                  **Forward**                                                    **Backward**                 **Forward**                   **Backward**                 **Forward**                   **Backward**                 **Forward**                   **Backward**                 **Forward**                   **Backward**                 
  **MOVING TASK**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
  Mov_n1                                                          F[ront]{.smallcaps}=smallest[^a^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}   53.3 (30)                    51.6 (31)                     47.4 (38)                    37.5 (40)                     86.2 (58)                    87.3 (55)                     90.9 (44)                    95.5 (44)                     95.1 (61)                    75.4 (61)
  Mov_n2                                                          F[ront]{.smallcaps}=smallest[^a^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}   67.7 (31)                    54.8 (31)                     40.0 (40)                    42.1 (38)                     89.7 (58)                    98.3 (58)                     100 (44)                     97.7 (44)                     98.3 (121)                   -- (--)
                                                                  **Phrasing**                                                   **Phrasing**                 **Phrasing**                  **Phrasing**                 **Phrasing**                                                                                                                                                                     
                                                                  **In front of**                                                **Behind**                   **In front of**               **Behind**                   **In front of**               **Behind**                   **In front of**               **Behind**                   **In front of**               **Behind**                   
  **ORDER TASK**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
  Ord_n3                                                          F[ront]{.smallcaps}=smallest[^a^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}   71.0 (31)                    41.4 (29)                     70.0 (40)                    86.8 (38)                     96.6 (58)                    91.4 (58)                     100 (44)                     97.8 (45)                     83.6 (61)                    79.0 (62)
  Ord_n4                                                          F[ront]{.smallcaps}=smallest[^a^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}   80.0 (30)                    56.3 (32)                     87.5 (40)                    59.5 (37)                     100 (58)                     86.2 (58)                     100 (45)                     100 (44)                      100 (61)                     78.7 (61)
                                                                  **Phrasing**                                                   **Phrasing**                 **Phrasing**                  **Phrasing**                 **Phrasing**                                                                                                                                                                     
                                                                  **F**[**ront**]{.smallcaps}                                    **B**[**ack**]{.smallcaps}   **F**[**ront**]{.smallcaps}   **B**[**ack**]{.smallcaps}   **F**[**ront**]{.smallcaps}   **B**[**ack**]{.smallcaps}   **F**[**ront**]{.smallcaps}   **B**[**ack**]{.smallcaps}   **F**[**ront**]{.smallcaps}   **B**[**ack**]{.smallcaps}   
  [**F**[**ront**]{.smallcaps}]{.smallcaps} **ASSIGNMENT TASK**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
  Ass_n5                                                          F[ront]{.smallcaps}=smallest                                   90.0 (30)                    31.3 (32)                     61.0 (41)                    19.4 (36)                     89.7 (58)                    77.6 (58)                     84.1 (44)                    77.3 (44)                     93.5 (62)                    90.2 (61)
                                                                  F[ront]{.smallcaps}=largest                                    0.0                          15.0                          0.0                          5.6                           3.4                          12.1                          2.3                          0.0                           1.6                          0.0
                                                                  Does not exist                                                 10.0                         43.7                          34.1                         63.9                          3.4                          8.6                           6.8                          15.9                          4.8                          8.2
                                                                  Other                                                          0.0                          0.0                           4.9                          11.1                          3.4                          1.7                           6.8                          6.8                           0.0                          1.6

*Percentage F[ront]{.smallcaps}=largest is 100 -- percentage F[ront]{.smallcaps}=smallest*.

For the item *Mov_n1*, the main effect *language* (*G*^2^\[4\] = 88.941; *p* \< 0.001) was the only significant effect. Assignment of [front]{.smallcaps} to the smallest number was frequent among speakers of German (86.7%), Chinese (93.2%), and Japanese (85.2%), and less frequent among speakers of English (52.5%) and Norwegian (42.3%).

For the item *Mov_n2*, the analysis revealed two significant effects: a main effect *language* (*G*^2^\[4\] = 154.410; *p* \< 0.001) and a small but significant three-way interaction *language* × *phrasing* × *order* (*G*^2^\[3\] = 9.969; *p* = 0.019). Again, assignment of [front]{.smallcaps} to the smallest number was frequent among speakers of German (94.0%), Chinese (98.9%), and Japanese (98.3%), and less frequent among speakers of English (61.3%) and Norwegian (41.0%). The interaction indicated minor moderating effects of the phrasing and item order.

For the item *Ord_n3*, the analysis revealed two significant effects: a main effect *language* (*G*^2^\[4\] = 61.638; *p* \< 0.001) and a small but significant interaction *language* × *phrasing* (*G*^2^\[4\] = 10.429; *p* = 0.034). Assignment of [front]{.smallcaps} to the smallest number was frequent among speakers of German (94.0%), Chinese (98.9%), Japanese (81.3%), and, this time, also Norwegian (78.2%), and less frequent among speakers of English (56.7%). The interaction reflected differences between the two phrasings, mainly for English and Norwegian. For English, assignment of [front]{.smallcaps} to the smallest number was more frequent when the item asked whether a number is "in front of" another number (71.0%) than when it asked whether a number is "behind" another number (41.4%). The pattern was reversed for Norwegian: Assignment of [front]{.smallcaps} to the smallest number was less frequent when the item was phrased with "in front of" (70.0%) than when it was phrased with "behind" (86.8%). For the other languages, the difference between the two phrasings was only marginal (≤5.2%).

For the item *Ord_n4*, the analysis again revealed two significant main effects: *language* (*G*^2^\[4\] = 54.526; *p* \< 0.001) and *phrasing* (*G*^2^\[1\] = 34.609; *p* \< 0.001). This time, [front]{.smallcaps} was preferably assigned to the smallest number in all languages: highly frequent among speakers of German (93.1%), Chinese (100%), and Japanese (89.3%), and less so, but still frequent, among speakers of English (67.7%) and Norwegian (74.0%). Overall, this preference varied with the phrasing of the item: It was stronger when the item asked whether a number is "in front of" another number (95.3%) than when it asked whether a number is "behind" another number (78.4%).

Finally, for the item *Ass_n5*, the analysis revealed three significant effects: two main effects, *language* (*G*^2^\[12\] = 109.000; *p* \< 0.001) and *phrasing* (*G*^2^\[3\] = 32.832; *p* \< 0.001), and an interaction *language* × *phrasing* (*G*^2^\[12\] = 21.732; *p* = 0.041). Again, assignment of [front]{.smallcaps} to the smallest number was frequent among speakers of German (83.6%), Chinese (80.7%), and Japanese (91.9%), and less frequent among speakers of English (59.7%) and Norwegian (41.6%). Overall, this preference was stronger when the item asked participants to indicate the "front["]{.smallcaps} of an ordered number list (smallest: 84.7%; largest: 1.7%; does not exist: 10.6%; other: 3.0%) than when it asked them to indicate the "back["]{.smallcaps} of such a list (smallest: 65.4%; largest: 7.4%; does not exist: 23.4%; other: 3.9%). For a substantial proportion of participants, an ordered number list apparently lacks a front or back. This response was particularly frequent among the English- and Norwegian-speaking participants (27.4 and 48.1%, respectively), as indicated by the significant interaction.

On the whole, the data of the numerical items revealed a quite uniform assignment of [front]{.smallcaps} to the smallest number for German, Chinese, and Japanese, and more mixed assignments of [front]{.smallcaps} for English and Norwegian. As expected, the control variable *item order* had little influence. The different phrasings played a role in four of the five items, suggesting that the assignment of [front]{.smallcaps} to the smallest number was more pronounced when an item asked whether something is "in front of" or is the "front" of a reference entity, but the pattern was not completely homogeneous. Regarding the three types of tasks, the results were fairly homogeneous in all samples except for the Norwegian one; there, the modal response switched from an assignment of [front]{.smallcaps} to the largest number in the Moving Task to an assignment of [front]{.smallcaps} to the smallest number in the Order Task, and to "Something like that does not exist" in the [front]{.smallcaps} Assignment Task.

So far, we have inspected each item separately. In the following, we determine the extent of variation across items by looking at participants\' individual consistency, and we determine possible sources of the observed variation by looking at participants\' individual response patterns.

*(2) Individual consistency*. In order to obtain an overall measure that reflects the extent to which a participant\'s responses vary across items, we counted how often [front]{.smallcaps} was assigned to the smallest number and how often it was assigned to the largest number, respectively, across the *N* numerical items that a participant had solved[^2^](#fn0002){ref-type="fn"}. For example, if [front]{.smallcaps} was assigned to the smallest number on five out of the *N* = 5 items, consistency would be 100% for "[front]{.smallcaps}=smallest"; if [front]{.smallcaps} was assigned to the smallest number on three items, to the largest number on one item, and was claimed to be "non-existent" on the final item (Ass_n5), consistency would be 60% for "[front]{.smallcaps}=smallest" and 20% for "[front]{.smallcaps}=largest"; and if [front]{.smallcaps} was assigned to the smallest number on three items and to the largest number on one item out of *N* = 4 items (one missing response), consistency would be 75% for "[front]{.smallcaps}=smallest" and 25% for "[front]{.smallcaps}=largest." We then used the *maximum* of the two counts as an estimate of a participant\'s consistency across the whole set of items (i.e., 100, 60, and 75% respectively in the examples).

Across the five samples, [front]{.smallcaps} was assigned to either the smallest or the largest number with a mean consistency of 85.3%. An analysis of variance indicated significant differences between the languages; *F*~(4,\ 463)~ = 55.212; *p* \< 0.001; η^2^ = 0.323. Consistency across the five numerical items was high for the speakers of German (91.7%), Chinese (94.5%), and Japanese (89.4%), and was lower for the speakers of English (71.7%) and Norwegian (69.9%). *Post-hoc* tests (Bonferroni-corrected for multiple comparisons) revealed that English and Norwegian did not differ from one another (*p* = 1.0), but both differed from each of the other three languages (*p* \< 0.001), and that German, Chinese, and Japanese did not differ from one another (*p* \> 0.103).

The consistency values indicate that in general, the individual participant responded in a quite uniform manner, but these values also leave room for variation across samples (particularly for English and Norwegian), across the different types of tasks (Mov, Ord, vs. Ass), and across the adopted [front]{.smallcaps} assignment (to the smallest vs. the largest number). In the final step, we therefore inspected individual response patterns in order to qualify this variation. Do the responses attest to uniform, task-specific, or item-specific [front]{.smallcaps} assignments?

*(3) Individual response patterns*. This analysis was restricted to those participants who solved all five numerical items. First, we identified participants with a *uniform* [front]{.smallcaps} assignment either to the smallest or the largest number of a sequence across the five items. The remaining participants were then checked for *task-specific* response patterns. We determined whether or not the two items of the Moving Task were solved uniformly and whether or not the two items of the Order Task were solved uniformly, by assigning [front]{.smallcaps} either to the smallest or to the largest number. Cases with inconsistent [front]{.smallcaps} assignments constitute *item-specific* response patterns. The [Front]{.smallcaps} Assignment Task was not considered here as it consists of only one item of this type and hence precludes a distinction between task-specific and item-specific responses. The results are presented in Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Individual response patterns across the five numerical items (in %, with respective *N* given in brackets).

                                                                                                         **English (*N* = 59)**   **Norwegian (*N* = 76)**   **German (*N* = 113)**   **Chinese (*N* = 87)**   **Japanese (*N* = 120)**
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------ -------------------------- ------------------------ ------------------------ --------------------------
  **UNIFORM** [**F**[**ront**]{.smallcaps}]{.smallcaps} **ASSIGNMENT ACROSS THE THREE TYPES OF TASKS**                                                                                                         
  F[ront]{.smallcaps}=smallest                                                                           15.3 (9)                 11.8 (9)                   68.1 (77)                75.9 (66)                56.7 (68)
  F[ront]{.smallcaps}=largest                                                                            1.7 (1)                  ---                        ---                      ---                      ---
  **TASK-SPECIFIC UNIFORM** [**F**[**ront**]{.smallcaps}]{.smallcaps} **ASSIGNMENTS**                                                                                                                          
  **Moving Task**                                                                                                                                                                                              
  F[ront]{.smallcaps}=smallest                                                                           28.8 (17)                14.5 (11)                  16.8 (19)                17.2 (15)                27.5 (33)
  F[ront]{.smallcaps}=largest                                                                            27.1 (16)                44.7 (34)                  3.5 (4)                  1.1 (1)                  0.8 (1)
  *Not uniform*                                                                                          *27.1 (16)*              *28.9 (22)*                *11.5 (13)*              *5.7 (5)*                *15.0 (18)*
  **Order Task**                                                                                                                                                                                               
  F[ront]{.smallcaps}=smallest                                                                           28.8 (17)                55.3 (42)                  20.4 (23)                24.1 (21)                15.8 (19)
  F[ront]{.smallcaps}=largest                                                                            16.9 (10)                15.8 (12)                  1.8 (2)                  ---                      1.7 (2)
  *Not uniform*                                                                                          *37.3 (22)*              *17.1 (13)*                *9.7 (11)*               ---                      *25.8 (31)*
  *M*~task-*specific\ F*[ront]{.smallcaps}~                                                              50.8                     65.1                       21.3                     21.3                     22.9
  *M~*item*-*specific\ F*[ront]{.smallcaps}~*                                                            *32.2*                   *23.0*                     *10.6*                   *2.9*                    *20.4*

*Item-specific response patterns are set in italics*.

In line with the results from the item-level and consistency analyses, a strong difference emerged between German, Chinese, and Japanese on the one hand, and English and Norwegian on the other.

The majority of the German, Chinese, and Japanese participants assigned [front]{.smallcaps} uniformly across all items, and always to the smallest number (ranging from 56.7% for Japanese to 75.9% for Chinese). The mean proportion of task-specific [front]{.smallcaps} assignments was about 20%, with [front]{.smallcaps} assigned to the smallest number being the most frequent task-specific response. This finding indicates that task-specificity in this case does not result from differences in responses, but rather from uniform responses in one task combined with item-specific responses in the other. Finally, the mean proportion of item-specific responses was relatively low (ranging from 2.9% for Chinese to 20.4% for Japanese).

For English and Norwegian, the patterns are quite different. Uniform [front]{.smallcaps} assignments across all items were rather infrequent (17.0% for English; 11.8% for Norwegian); in all cases except one, [front]{.smallcaps} was again assigned to the smallest number. Instead, the mean proportion of task-specific [front]{.smallcaps} assignments was high (50.8% for English; 65.1% for Norwegian). Compared to the other three languages, [front]{.smallcaps} was more often assigned to the largest number; in fact, this was the modal response for the Moving Task in the Norwegian sample. Finally, the mean proportion of item-specific responses was higher for English and Norwegian (32.2 and 23.0%, respectively) than for the other three languages.

### F[ront]{.smallcaps} assignment on alphabetical and textual items

As for the numerical items, we begin with the item-level analyses (first for the alphabetical items, and then for the textual items), before determining participants\' consistency in assigning [front]{.smallcaps} and their individual response patterns across items.

*(1) Item-level analyses*. The log-linear analyses indicated a strong main effect *language* for each of the eight alphabetical and textual items, and a modulating effect of how the items were phrased for six items. Participants\' [front]{.smallcaps} assignments depending on language and phrasing are reported in Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Percentage of (*N*) participants assigning F[ront]{.smallcaps} to the beginning of a sequence for the four alphabetical items (α1--α4) and four textual items (s1, s2, w, q), depending on language and phrasing.

                                                    **English**                                                                                        **Norwegian**                **German**                    **Chinese**                  **Japanese**                                                                                                                                                                                   
  ------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------- ----------------------------- ---------------------------- ----------------------------- ---------------------------- ----------------------------- ---------------------------- ----------------------------- ------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------
                                                    **Phrasing**                                                                                       **Phrasing**                 **Phrasing**                  **Phrasing**                 **Phrasing**                                                                                                                                                                                   
                                                    **Forward**                                                                                        **Backward**                 **Forward**                   **Backward**                 **Forward**                   **Backward**                 **Forward**                   **Backward**                 **Forward**                   **Backward**                               
  **MOVING TASK**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
  Mov_α1                                            F[ront]{.smallcaps}=beginning[^a^](#TN2){ref-type="table-fn"}^,^[^b^](#TN3){ref-type="table-fn"}   56.7 (30)                    35.5 (31)                     41.0 (39)                    42.1 (38)                     80.0 (55)                    86.2 (58)                     95.5 (44)                    100 (45)                      87.2 (47)                                  100 (57)
  Mov_s1                                            F[ront]{.smallcaps}=beginning[^a^](#TN2){ref-type="table-fn"}^,^[^c^](#TN4){ref-type="table-fn"}   22.6 (31)                    35.5 (31)                     28.9 (38)                    23.1 (39)                     84.2 (57)                    89.7 (58)                     97.8 (45)                    93.2 (44)                     98.0 (51)                                  84.8 (46)
                                                    **Phrasing**                                                                                       **Phrasing**                 **Phrasing**                  **Phrasing**                 **Phrasing**                                                                                                                                                                                   
                                                    **In front of**                                                                                    **Behind**                   **In front of**               **Behind**                   **In front of**               **Behind**                   **In front of**               **Behind**                   **In front of**               **Behind**                                 
  **ORDER TASK**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
  Ord_α2                                            F[ront]{.smallcaps}=beginning[^a^](#TN2){ref-type="table-fn"}^,^[^b^](#TN3){ref-type="table-fn"}   80.6 (31)                    61.3 (31)                     87.5 (40)                    84.2 (38)                     100 (58)                     96.6 (58)                     100 (44)                     100 (45)                      82.0 (61)                                  91.9 (62)
  Ord_α3                                            F[ront]{.smallcaps}=beginning[^a^](#TN2){ref-type="table-fn"}^,^[^b^](#TN3){ref-type="table-fn"}   80.0 (30)                    50.0 (30)                     94.6 (37)                    82.9 (41)                     98.3 (58)                    100 (58)                      100 (44)                     100 (45)                      98.4 (61)                                  95.2 (62)
  Ord_s2                                            F[ront]{.smallcaps}=beginning[^a^](#TN2){ref-type="table-fn"}^,^[^c^](#TN4){ref-type="table-fn"}   83.3 (30)                    61.3 (31)                     93.1 (29)                    61.3 (31)                     100 (54)                     96.6 (58)                     97.8 (45)                    97.7 (44)                     75.0 (4)[^f^](#TN7){ref-type="table-fn"}   92.3 (13)[^f^](#TN7){ref-type="table-fn"}
                                                    **Phrasing**                                                                                       **Phrasing**                 **Phrasing**                  **Phrasing**                 **Phrasing**                                                                                                                                                                                   
                                                    **F**[**ront**]{.smallcaps}                                                                        **B**[**ack**]{.smallcaps}   **F**[**ront**]{.smallcaps}   **B**[**ack**]{.smallcaps}   **F**[**ront**]{.smallcaps}   **B**[**ack**]{.smallcaps}   **F**[**ront**]{.smallcaps}   **B**[**ack**]{.smallcaps}   **F**[**ront**]{.smallcaps}   **B**[**ack**]{.smallcaps}                 
  **F**[**ront**]{.smallcaps} **ASSIGNMENT TASK**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
  Ass_α4                                            F[ront]{.smallcaps}=beginning[^b^](#TN3){ref-type="table-fn"}                                      93.3 (30)                    59.4 (32)                     68.3 (41)                    30.6 (36)                     98.3 (58)                    93.1 (58)                     100 (45)                     97.7 (44)                     88.7 (62)                                  90.2 (61)
                                                    F[ront]{.smallcaps}=end[^b^](#TN3){ref-type="table-fn"}                                            0.0                          15.6                          0.0                          2.8                           0.0                          1.7                           0.0                          2.3                           3.2                                        0.0
                                                    Does not exist                                                                                     6.7                          25.0                          29.3                         61.1                          1.7                          5.2                           0.0                          0.0                           8.1                                        4.9
                                                    Other                                                                                              0.0                          0.0                           2.4                          5.6                           0.0                          0.0                           0.0                          0.0                           0.0                                        4.9
  Ass_w                                             F[ront]{.smallcaps}=beginning[^d^](#TN5){ref-type="table-fn"}                                      90.0 (30)                    50.0 (32)                     56.1 (41)                    18.9 (37)                     98.3 (58)                    93.1 (58)                     95.6 (45)                    97.7 (44)                     75.8 (62)                                  86.9 (61)
                                                    F[ront]{.smallcaps}=end[^d^](#TN5){ref-type="table-fn"}                                            0.0                          18.8                          0.0                          16.2                          0.0                          0.0                           0.0                          0.0                           4.8                                        0.0
                                                    Does not exist                                                                                     10.0                         31.2                          43.9                         40.5                          1.7                          5.2                           4.4                          0.0                           14.5                                       13.1
                                                    Other                                                                                              0.0                          0.0                           0.0                          24.3                          0.0                          1.7                           0.0                          2.3                           4.8                                        0.0
  Ass_q                                             F[ront]{.smallcaps}=beginning[^e^](#TN6){ref-type="table-fn"}                                      96.7 (30)                    78.1 (32)                     95.0 (40)                    73.0 (37)                     93.1 (58)                    94.8 (58)                     97.8 (45)                    100 (44)                      74.2 (62)                                  73.8 (61)
                                                    F[ront]{.smallcaps}=end[^e^](#TN6){ref-type="table-fn"}                                            0.0                          9.4                           5.0                          5.4                           0.0                          1.7                           0.0                          0.0                           1.6                                        3.3
                                                    Does not exist                                                                                     3.3                          9.4                           0.0                          0.0                           1.7                          0.0                           0.0                          0.0                           19.4                                       19.7
                                                    Other                                                                                              0.0                          3.1                           0.0                          21.6                          5.2                          3.4                           2.2                          0.0                           4.8                                        3.3

*Percentage F[ront]{.smallcaps}=end is 100 -- percentage F[ront]{.smallcaps}=beginning*.

*Beginning: first letter of the alphabet ("A"); end: last letter ("Z")*.

*Beginning: first word of a sentence; end: last word (read from left to right)*.

*Beginning: first letter of a word; end: last letter (read from left to right)*.

*Beginning: introduction part of a questionnaire; end: thanking part*.

*The responses of many Japanese participants could not be coded properly due to an ambiguity in the Japanese version of this item*.

For the item *Mov\_*α*1*, the analysis revealed two significant effects: a main effect *language* (*G*^2^\[4\] = 129.663; *p* \< 0.001) and a small but significant interaction *language* × *phrasing* (*G*^2^\[4\] = 15.765; *p* = 0.003). Assignment of [front]{.smallcaps} to the beginning of the alphabet was frequent among speakers of German (83.2%), Chinese (97.8), and Japanese (94.2%), and substantially less frequent among speakers of English (45.9%) and Norwegian (41.6%). The interaction reflected differences between the two phrasings, mainly for English and Japanese. For English, assignment of [front]{.smallcaps} to the beginning of the alphabet was more frequent when the item asked about a letter being moved "forward" (56.7%) than when it asked about a letter being moved "backward" (35.5%). The pattern was reversed for Japanese: Assignment of [front]{.smallcaps} to the beginning of the alphabet was less frequent when the item was phrased with "forward" (87.2%) than when it was phrased with "backward" (100%). For the other languages, the difference between the two phrasings was only marginal (≤6.2%).

For the item *Ord\_*α*2*, the main effect *language* (*G*^2^\[4\] = 51.692; *p* \< 0.001) was the only significant effect. Different from the item *Mov\_*α*1*, [front]{.smallcaps} was preferably assigned to the beginning of the alphabet in all languages: highly frequently among speakers of German (98.3%), Chinese (100%), Japanese (87.0%), and Norwegian (85.9%), and less so but still frequently among speakers of English (71.0%).

For the item *Ord\_*α*3*, the analysis revealed two significant main effects: *language* (*G*^2^\[4\] = 68.264; *p* \< 0.001) and *phrasing* (*G*^2^\[1\] = 8.227; *p* = 0.004). Again, [front]{.smallcaps} was preferably assigned to the beginning of the alphabet in all languages: highly frequently among speakers of German (99.1%), Chinese (100%), Japanese (96.7%), and Norwegian (88.5%), and less so but still frequently among speakers of English (65.0%). Overall, this preference was stronger when the item asked participants to indicate whether a letter is "in front of" another letter (95.7%) compared to whether a letter is "behind" another letter (89.4%).

For the item *Ass\_*α*4*, the analysis again revealed two significant main effects: *language* (*G*^2^\[12\] = 110.202; *p* \< 0.001) and *phrasing* (*G*^2^\[3\] = 18.120; *p* \< 0.001). Assignment of [front]{.smallcaps} to the beginning of the alphabet was highly frequent among speakers of German (95.7%), Chinese (98.9%), and Japanese (89.4%), less so but still frequent among speakers of English (75.8%), and least frequent among speakers of Norwegian (50.6%). Overall, this preference was stronger when the item asked participants to indicate the [front]{.smallcaps} of the alphabet ([front]{.smallcaps}=beginning: 90.3% [front]{.smallcaps}=end: 0.8%; does not exist: 8.5%; other: 0.4%) than when it asked participants to indicate the [back]{.smallcaps} of the alphabet ([front]{.smallcaps}=beginning: 78.8%; [front]{.smallcaps}=end: 3.5%; does not exist: 15.6%; other: 2.2%). As with number lists (cf. item *Ass_n5*), for some participants, the alphabet lacks a front or back. This response was given by some English-speaking participants (16.1%) and was particularly frequent among the Norwegian-speaking participants (44.2%).

For the item *Mov_s1*, the analysis revealed two significant effects: a main effect *language* (*G*^2^\[4\] = 190.755; *p* \< 0.001) and a small but significant three-way interaction *language* × *phrasing* × *order* (*G*^2^\[4\] = 11.247; *p* = 0.024). Assignment of [front]{.smallcaps} to the beginning of a sentence was highly frequent among speakers of German (87.0%), Chinese (95.5%), and Japanese (91.8%), but rather infrequent among speakers of English (29.0%) and Norwegian (26.0%). The interaction indicated minor moderating effects of the phrasing and item order.

For the item *Ord_s2*, the analysis revealed two significant main effects: *language* (*G*^2^\[4\] = 44.824; *p* \< 0.001) and *phrasing* (*G*^2^\[1\] = 10.934; *p* \< 0.001). Different from the item *Mov_s1*, [front]{.smallcaps} was preferably assigned to the beginning of a sentence in all languages: highly frequently among speakers of German (98.2%), Chinese (97.8%), and Japanese (88.2%), and less so but still frequently among speakers of English (72.1%) and Norwegian (76.7%). Overall, this preference was stronger when the item asked participants to indicate whether a word is "in front of" another word (94.4%) compared to whether a word is "behind" another word (84.2%).

For the item *Ass_w*, the analysis revealed three significant effects: a main effect *language* (*G*^2^\[12\] = 126.132; *p* \< 0.001), a main effect *phrasing* (*G*^2^\[3\] = 15.471; *p* = 0.001), and an interaction *language* × *phrasing* (*G*^2^\[12\] = 44.849; *p* \< 0.001). Assignment of [front]{.smallcaps} to the beginning of a word was highly frequent among speakers of German (95.7%) and Chinese (96.6%), less so but still frequent among speakers of Japanese (81.3%) and English (69.4%), and least frequent among speakers of Norwegian (38.5%). Overall, this preference was stronger when the item asked participants to indicate the [front]{.smallcaps} of a word ([front]{.smallcaps}=beginning: 83.5%; [front]{.smallcaps}=end: 1.3%; does not exist: 14.0%; other: 1.3%) compared to the [back]{.smallcaps} of the word ([front]{.smallcaps}=beginning: 74.6%; [front]{.smallcaps}=end: 5.2%; does not exist: 15.5%; other: 4.7%), but this difference does not hold uniformly for all samples (in fact, it was reversed for Japanese), as indicated by the interaction. For some participants, words lack a front or back. This response was given by some speakers of Japanese (13.8%) and English (21.0%), and was particularly frequent among speakers of Norwegian (42.3%).

Finally, for the item *Ass_q*, the main effect *language* (*G*^2^\[12\] = 73.846; *p* \< 0.001) was the only significant effect. [Front]{.smallcaps} was preferably assigned to the beginning of a questionnaire in all languages: highly frequently among speakers of German (94.0%), Chinese (98.9%), English (87.1%), and Norwegian (84.4%), and less so but still frequently among speakers of Japanese (74.0%). Different from all other items of the [Front]{.smallcaps} Assignment Task, the response option "Something like front/back does not exist" did not play a major role for most samples (≤6.5%), except for the Japanese speakers (19.5%).

On the whole, the data of the alphabetical and textual items revealed a quite uniform assignment of [front]{.smallcaps} to the beginning of the alphabet or text segment for German, Chinese, and Japanese, and more mixed assignments of [front]{.smallcaps} for English and Norwegian. As expected, the control variable *item order* did not have much of an influence. The different phrasings played a role for six of the eight items, suggesting that the assignment of [front]{.smallcaps} to the beginning of the alphabet or text segment was more pronounced when an item asked participants to indicate whether something is "in front of" or is the "front" of a reference entity, but the pattern was not completely homogeneous. Regarding the three types of tasks, the results were fairly homogeneous for German, Chinese, and Japanese, but not for English and Norwegian; there, the modal response switched from an assignment of [front]{.smallcaps} to the end of the alphabet or sentence in the Moving Task to an assignment of [front]{.smallcaps} to the beginning in the Order Task, and to an assignment of [front]{.smallcaps} to the beginning or to "Something like that does not exist" in the [Front]{.smallcaps} Assignment Task.

*(2) Individual consistency*. Consistency values across the eight alphabetical and textual items were calculated as described for the numerical items. Across the five samples, [front]{.smallcaps} was assigned to either the smallest or the largest number with a mean consistency of 85.0%. An analysis of variance indicated significant differences between the languages; *F*~(4,\ 463)~ = 89.087; *p* \< 0.001; η^2^ = 0.435. Consistency was high for the speakers of German (94.4%), Chinese (98.2%), and Japanese (87.3%), and was lower for the speakers of English (69.7%) and Norwegian (64.5%). *Post-hoc* tests (Bonferroni-corrected for multiple comparisons) revealed that English and Norwegian did not differ from one another (*p* = 0.354), but both differed from each of the other three languages (*p* \< 0.001); that German and Chinese did not differ from one another (*p* = 0.597), but both differed from each of the other three languages (*p* \< 0.002); and that Japanese differed from all other languages (*p* \< 0.002).

*(3) Individual response patterns*. As for the numerical items, this analysis was restricted to those participants who solved the relevant alphabetical and textual items, comprising seven items for Japanese (excluding the item Ord_s2 that could not be coded appropriately for most participants) and all eight items otherwise. First, we identified participants with a *uniform* [front]{.smallcaps} assignment either to the beginning or the end of the alphabet or text segment across the whole set of items. The remaining participants were then checked for *task-specific* response patterns. We determined whether or not each of the three types of tasks was solved uniformly, by assigning [front]{.smallcaps} either to the beginning or to the end: the Moving Task with two items, the Order Task with three items (Japanese: two items), and the [Front]{.smallcaps} Assignment Task with three items. Again, cases with inconsistent [front]{.smallcaps} assignments constitute *item-specific* response patterns. The results are presented in Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Individual response patterns across the eight (seven for Japanese[^a^](#TN8){ref-type="table-fn"}) alphabetical and textual items (in %, with respective *N* given in brackets).

                                                                                                         **English (*N* = 59)**   **Norwegian (*N* = 58)**   **German (*N* = 109)**   **Chinese (*N* = 89)**   **Japanese (*N* = 88)**
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------ -------------------------- ------------------------ ------------------------ -------------------------
  **UNIFORM** [**F**[**ront**]{.smallcaps}]{.smallcaps} **ASSIGNMENT ACROSS THE THREE TYPES OF TASKS**                                                                                                         
  F[ront]{.smallcaps}=beginning                                                                          11.9 (7)                 12.1 (7)                   73.4 (80)                85.4 (76)                52.3 (46)
  F[ront]{.smallcaps}=end                                                                                ---                      ---                        ---                      ---                      ---
  **TASK-SPECIFIC UNIFORM** [**F**[**ront**]{.smallcaps}]{.smallcaps} **ASSIGNMENT**                                                                                                                           
  **Moving Task**                                                                                                                                                                                              
  F[ront]{.smallcaps}=beginning                                                                          13.6 (8)                 12.1 (7)                   3.7 (4)                  7.9 (7)                  35.2 (31)
  F[ront]{.smallcaps}=end                                                                                50.8 (30)                48.3 (28)                  7.3 (8)                  ---                      2.3 (2)
  *Not uniform*                                                                                          *23.7 (14)*              *27.6 (16)*                *15.6 (17)*              *6.7 (6)*                *10.2 (9)*
  **Order Task**                                                                                                                                                                                               
  F[ront]{.smallcaps}=beginning                                                                          32.2 (19)                53.4 (31)                  23.9 (26)                12.4 (11)                36.4 (32)
  F[ront]{.smallcaps}=end                                                                                8.5 (5)                  1.7 (1)                    ---                      ---                      ---
  *Not uniform*                                                                                          *47.5 (28)*              *32.8 (19)*                *2.8 (3)*                *2.4 (2)*                *11.4 (10)*
  **F**[**ront**]{.smallcaps} **Assignment Task**                                                                                                                                                              
  F[ront]{.smallcaps}=beginning                                                                          54.2 (32)                15.5 (9)                   19.3 (21)                9.0 (8)                  14.8 (13)
  F[ront]{.smallcaps}=end                                                                                1.7 (1)                  ---                        ---                      ---                      ---
  Does not exist                                                                                         3.4 (2)                  ---                        0.9 (1)                  ---                      3.4 (3)
  Other                                                                                                  ---                      ---                        ---                      ---                      ---
  *Not uniform*                                                                                          *28.8 (17)*              *72.4 (42)*                *6.4 (7)*                *5.6 (5)*                *29.5 (26)*
  *M*~task-*specific\ *F*[ront]{.smallcaps}*~                                                            54.8                     43.7                       18.3                     9.7                      30.7
  *M*~*task*-*specific\ *F*[ront]{.smallcaps}*~                                                          *33.3*                   *44.3*                     *8.3*                    *4.9*                    *17.0*

*Item-specific response patterns are set in italics*.

*In Japanese, the analysis is based on seven items only; the item Ord_s2 was excluded, because it was solved appropriately only by a handful of participants*.

In line with the previous results, a strong difference again emerged between German, Chinese, and Japanese on the one hand, and English and Norwegian on the other.

The majority of the German, Chinese, and Japanese participants assigned [front]{.smallcaps} uniformly across all items, and always to the beginning of the alphabet or text segment (ranging from 52.3% for Japanese to 85.4% for Chinese). The mean proportion of task-specific [front]{.smallcaps} assignments ranges from 9.7% for Chinese to 30.7% for Japanese, with [front]{.smallcaps} assigned to the beginning being the most frequent task-specific response. This finding again indicates that task-specificity in this case does not result from differences in responses, but rather from uniform responses in one task combined with item-specific responses in the other. Finally, the mean proportion of item-specific responses was relatively low (ranging from 4.9% for Chinese to 17.0% for Japanese).

For English and Norwegian, the patterns are quite different. Uniform [front]{.smallcaps} assignments across all items were again rather infrequent (11.9% for English and 12.1% for Norwegian); in all cases, [front]{.smallcaps} was again assigned to the beginning of the alphabet and text segment. The mean proportion of task-specific [front]{.smallcaps} assignments was high (54.8% for English; 43.7% for Norwegian). Compared to the other three languages, [front]{.smallcaps} was more often assigned to the end of the alphabet and text segment; in fact, this was the modal response for the Moving Task both in the English and the Norwegian sample. Finally, the mean proportion of item-specific responses was higher for English and Norwegian (33.3 and 44.3%, respectively) than for the other three languages. The high proportion of item-specific responses for Norwegian was mainly due to the [Front]{.smallcaps} Assignment Task, which showed a particularly high value (72.4%).

Discussion {#s3}
==========

The main goal of the current study was to explore the potential for variability in spatial representations of number. Specifically, it aimed at investigating the extent to which such representations depend (i) on the perspective taken and other specifics of the tasks, (ii) on the linguistic and cultural background of participants, and (iii) on the research paradigm. While our findings so far paint a rather complex picture, they suggest that the spatial alignment of number representations is indeed more variable than previously assumed, and that all of the factors investigated do affect the alignment. In the following, we first outline and discuss (in reverse order) the emerging patterns for each factor in the numerical tasks, before comparing respective patterns across domains, both with the alphabetical and textual tasks reported above and with similar sets of tasks in the temporal and spatial domain as reported elsewhere.

Sources of within-domain variability in the numerical task
----------------------------------------------------------

Possible sources of the variability in numerical tasks include the research paradigm, cultural and linguistic differences, as well as the perspective chosen and other task specifics.

### Research paradigm

Number representations, if spatialized in a linear manner, may unfold along three distinct dimensions: lateral (i.e., left/right), sagittal (back/front), or vertical (bottom/top), in either direction. Whereas standard paradigms for number line assessment predefine a particular spatial dimension as part of the task (e.g., SNARC tasks typically recruit the lateral dimension), and hence obtain spatial representations along this dimension, the current study used a language-based paradigm to probe whether a different (i.e., the sagittal) dimension may also be recruited for alignment. The findings from the current study indicate that this is indeed the case.

Specifically, numbers may be aligned not only with the *lateral* axis in either direction, as for speakers of the Germanic languages (Dehaene et al., [@B19]; Siegler and Opfer, [@B63]; Wood et al., [@B69]; Moeller et al., [@B43]), or with the *vertical* axis, as for speakers of Chinese and Japanese (Ito and Hatta, [@B34]; Hung et al., [@B32]), but also along the *sagittal* axis. Speakers of German, Chinese, and Japanese exhibited a strong preference for representing smaller numbers "in front of" larger numbers. This preference was less consistent, but nevertheless also observed, among the English and Norwegian speakers. Evidently, alignment of the number line with the sagittal axis makes sense for most of our participants (for evidence on a similar near-to-far alignment (see Santens and Gevers, [@B55]).

These findings imply not only that the spatial alignment of the number line may be more diverse than previously assumed, but also---and importantly---that people are prepared to adopt more than one such type of spatialized representation depending on the nature of the task context (see also Hung et al., [@B32]; Fischer et al., [@B24]; Winter et al., [@B68]). A possibility not explicitly tested in the current study, but raised by the parallels between number and time representations, is that distinct ways of anchoring (e.g., in the person him/herself or in external reference points) may also affect how the number line is spatialized (cf. Bender and Beller, [@B7]). This would also necessitate differentiating more strictly the dimensions under scrutiny and paying more diligence to how they are implemented in the experimental design. When, for instance, the sagittal axis (front/back) is conflated with a radial axis (near/far), or vertical representations are measured with tabletop layouts (i.e., along the sagittal/radial axis), findings and their interpretation are unnecessarily obscured (Winter et al., [@B68]).

### Cultural and linguistic differences

Whereas most previous studies interested in the potential of cultural influences focused on the direction of reading and writing as the most obvious factor for shaping the MNL (e.g., Dehaene et al., [@B19]; Zebian, [@B70]; Shaki et al., [@B62]; for a more nuanced perspective see Shaki and Fischer, [@B60], [@B61]; Fischer et al., [@B24]), we investigated whether native language and/or cultural background may also influence the MNL by other means. The findings reported above seem to confirm this, but inferences so far remain speculative.

Specifically, we did find significant cultural differences, but interestingly not along the lines one may have expected. While speakers of German, Chinese, and Japanese---three entirely unrelated languages---exhibited the same strong preference for the same type of representation ([front]{.smallcaps} pointing toward the smallest number), speakers of English and Norwegian---two close relatives of German---differed both from German and from each other. Notably, these differences emerged not so much in terms of different preferences for MNL orientation, but rather in an apparent overall lack of clear preferences on the part of English and Norwegian speakers. That is, within these two groups, not even within-cultural consensus was achieved. While the present findings cannot account for this lack of within-cultural consensus in MNL orientation, it is in line with a similar lack of consensus in MTL orientation for the same populations (Rothe-Wulf et al., [@B54]; Bender et al., [@B11])---a pattern we will come back to in the section below in which we compare patterns across domains.

Since speakers of English, Norwegian, and German share almost identical writing systems---in contrast to Chinese and Japanese speakers---writing and reading direction can be excluded as a relevant factor for the differences observed here. The same is true for a possible influence of the counting system, especially in terms of the transparency and regularity in number word construction and of the patterns of finger counting, which were alternatively discussed as prime factors in shaping spatialized number lines (cf., Bender and Beller, [@B5], [@B8]; Fischer and Brugger, [@B22]), as these differ substantially between German, Chinese, and Japanese. Which cultural (or other) factors may be responsible for these differences, then, remains unclear.

### Perspective and other task specifics

Whereas a widespread assumption holds a homogeneous concept of the MNL as something rather stable and independent of the perspective taken, research on the domains of space and time points to the possibility that representations and inferences may change according to whether a superordinate field, a given reference point, or a subjective viewpoint is taken as the underlying frame of reference, and according to whether static or dynamic relations are at stake. To examine the potential influence of these factors, we therefore collected data on fixed (static) versus changing (dynamic) relations between specified numbers and number sequences, and on whether a spatial orientation can be assigned to number sequences and the number line itself as the superordinate field. For reasons of control, we also varied the polarity of the spatial expression under scrutiny, that is, whether items were phrased using the formulations "front," "in front of," and "forward," or the reversed set "back," "behind," and "backward."

Somewhat unexpectedly, the specific formulation used (i.e., "front/in front of/forward" vs. "back/behind/backward") had significant effects on response patterns, and for speakers of English almost reversed the trend across the types of tasks. While this apparently inconsistent usage of complementary poles is hard to account for in the context of our study, it is not an unusual observation (e.g., Grabowski and Weiß, [@B30]; Grabowski and Miller, [@B29]). Against this background, in the following, we only consider the results of those tasks that were formulated with "front," "in front of," or "forward."

As detailed above, three of our groups held strong preferences regarding the orientation of the number line along the sagittal axis, namely with [front]{.smallcaps} pointing toward the smallest number. While their strong and consensual preference does not leave much space for variation, the two remaining groups were sensitive to task specifics, and the patterns observed suggest that the same distinctions as for space and time may also be decisive for how the number line is oriented.

Specifically, the more explicitly the tasks ask for [front]{.smallcaps} in these ordered sequences, the more English speakers indicate the smallest number as in [front]{.smallcaps}: most strongly when explicitly assigning [front]{.smallcaps} to the number line ([Front]{.smallcaps} Assignment Task), less so when assessing the order of a sequence (Order Task), and least when moving a number forward (Moving Task). A similar pattern emerges for speakers of Norwegian, except that, in the Assignment Task, a substantially greater number of participants (34% as compared to 10% among English speakers) rejects the notion that a number sequence may have a [front]{.smallcaps} (perhaps due to an infelicitous translation of "front"; cf. Bender et al., [@B11]). Still, almost all of those who do consider this notion sensible agree on where [front]{.smallcaps} would be: pointing toward the smallest number and the beginning of a sequence (with 0% pointing to the opposite end of the sequence for all task items except the "questionnaire"). More importantly, this general trend of an increase in [front]{.smallcaps} assignment to the smaller number with increasing explicitness leads to a reversal of preferences for the least explicit task (i.e., the Moving Task). Here, speakers of Norwegian actually assigned [front]{.smallcaps} more often to the larger numbers.

Comparison of patterns across domains
-------------------------------------

To investigate cross-domain correspondences, we compare the patterns of the numerical items first with those from the alphabetical and textual items reported above, and then with data on the temporal and spatial domain, obtained in related studies reported elsewhere. When comparing response patterns across domains, we consider all those items as in the same direction that---on a lateral axis---would be regarded as on the same side: that is, for instance, the smallest number, "a" in the Latin alphabet and the Japanese *kana*, the beginning of a piece of text, and---in the domain of time---the past (for speakers of the languages under scrutiny, all these directions would be localized left); for an overview (see Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

![Response patterns across domains. The bars in the panels indicate the proportion of participants (in %) assigning [front]{.smallcaps} to the beginning of the ordered sequence (for text segments, the alphabet, number, or time) and toward the observer/Ego (for space). Data for the Assignment Tasks are recalculated to include only those who chose a specific direction; data for the textual and alphabetical items are aggregated across tasks, and data from the spatial domain are aggregated over reflection and rotation (which both imply the nearer item as in front, in contrast to translation). *Sources of additional data: Time* -- Norwegian (Bender et al., [@B11]), English, German, and Chinese (Bender et al., [@B9]; see also Rothe-Wulf et al., [@B54]); *space/static* -- English, German, and Chinese (Beller et al., [@B4]; see also Bender et al., [@B10]), Norwegian and Japanese (Beller and Bender, [@B2]); *space/dynamic* -- English, German, and Chinese (Bender et al., [@B10]). The vertical strokes in the bars for space indicate the somewhat lower values for the static task as collected in the study that also investigated dynamic relations (Bender et al., [@B10]).](fpsyg-09-01724-g0003){#F3}

### Comparison with the alphabetical and textual domain

Across the numerical, alphabetical, and textual domain, similarities in the response patterns are striking (see Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). They are almost perfect for the Assignment Task, with the exception of the proportion to which participants chose the "does not exist" option, and for the Order Task. Patterns are also largely replicated for the Moving Task, yet with even lower assignments of [front]{.smallcaps} to the earlier items among speakers of English and Norwegian in the textual items as compared to the others. This coincides with a clear preference for the reversed orientation (i.e., later items as [front]{.smallcaps}) in the textual items, whereas the alphabetical and numerical items give rise to more ambivalence among speakers of these two languages.

### Comparison with the temporal and spatial domain

To compare the data set reported here with data on the temporal and spatial domain, we draw on previously published findings (Bender et al., [@B9], [@B10], [@B11]; Beller et al., [@B4]; Beller and Bender, [@B2]). As some of these findings comprise partly different language selections, we lack comparable data for some of the languages in some of the tasks. Furthermore, for the spatial domain, two additional conventions need to be specified. First, a task corresponding to the Assignment Task used here is not possible for space as such because space has no beginning and, due to its greater number of dimensions, also has more degrees of freedom for alignment. Second, in order to establish comparable relations for the Order Task and the Moving Task, we pick those spatial items that contain a deictic center (i.e., an observer) as the component conveying orientation. In the spatial domain, such relations define a relative frame of reference in one of several variants (cf., Levinson, [@B39]); of the two variants relevant here, *reflection* renders the entity nearer to the observer as in front of the other, whereas *translation* renders the further-away entity as in front.

Interestingly, while the available temporal data---both from speakers of Norwegian obtained with the same set of tasks (Bender et al., [@B11]) and from speakers of English, German, and Chinese obtained with a different but structurally similar set of tasks (Bender et al., [@B9]; see also Rothe-Wulf et al., [@B54])---closely reflect the numerical data, this does not hold for the spatial data (see Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). In fact, the spatial response pattern is the one that most strikingly *differs* from the response patterns in all other domains. Here, the German pattern is closest to the pattern in the other two Germanic languages and is distinctly different from those in Chinese and Japanese[^3^](#fn0003){ref-type="fn"}. Speakers of Chinese and Japanese exhibit an assignment pattern in the Order Task that is opposite to that in the numerical domain, albeit with a good deal of variability. And moving an entity forward strongly triggers [front]{.smallcaps} assignment to the further-away entity in all investigated languages alike.

An account of cross-domain similarities and differences
-------------------------------------------------------

As detailed in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, similarities across the domains investigated in the current study (i.e., number, alphabet, and text segments) as well as time are not perfect, but are substantial, for speakers of five different languages. Interestingly, of all domains, it is the spatial domain that does not fit the general pattern. What may explain both the convergence in the former and the disparity in the latter?

### Ordered sequences

To illuminate what we hold to be the underlying mechanism, let us first return to the difference between tasks. All of the ordered sequences used here, including time, are conceived of as having a beginning: the Latin alphabet and the Japanese *kana* (according to the *gojuon* ordering) in the letter for "a," the sequence of number words in 1, text segments in the first word written, and time in the past. At least metaphorically, beginning corresponds to [front]{.smallcaps}. This inherent orientation may also serve for ordering two elements within a sequence, localizing the earlier ones in the sequence as closer to its beginning. For instance, the smaller number, being closer to the [front]{.smallcaps} of the number sequence, would therefore be regarded as "in front of" the larger number. A dynamic context such as following the path of the sequence may activate a different perspective---one that shifts the assignment of [front]{.smallcaps} into the direction of the movement.

On this account, the Assignment Task should evoke an alignment of [front]{.smallcaps} with the beginning of the sequence across languages. In the Order Task, and even more so in the Moving Task, this preference may be superimposed to some extent by a preference for the reversed orientation, in that [front]{.smallcaps} is now more readily assigned to the direction of movement (as reflected in expressions like "counting forward/backward"). And indeed, in the Assignment Task, in which motion plays no role, the overwhelming majority of participants assign [front]{.smallcaps} to the beginning. In the Moving Task, this preference appears to come into conflict with the reversed preference for dynamic settings, which is why consensus is lowest here. Responses in the Order Task are interjacent. These assumptions are compatible with how, across languages and cultures, our participants responded to the tasks; cultural differences mainly emerged with regard to the extent to which the dynamic aspect triggered a reversal of perspectives (for a particularly striking case, see Rothe-Wulf et al., [@B54]).

This account offers an explanation not only for the convergence across cultures, but also for the convergence across domains. The reason for the latter, we propose, is that all domains---except for space---share important characteristics and may even be based on overlapping representations. For instance, the number sequence and the alphabet are organized in very similar ways, one arguably patterned on the other. Both are ordered sequences, recited endlessly for memorization in childhood, structurally similar to sentences and, when noted down, constituting a specific genre of text. All of these also share characteristics with time. On the one hand, time is generally organized by numbers, most obvious in how we specify date and time. On the other hand, ordered sequences such as numbers or letters also unfold along the temporal dimension: When enumerating the list of number words, reciting the letters of the alphabet, and writing sentences or larger pieces of text, the same process turns future or further-away entities into past and nearer entities. As we recite the sequence of counting words, for instance, it is the smaller ones that move further away into the past as time passes by.

Some empirical support comes from recent work by Sasanguie and colleagues. While taking an entirely different approach, their work confirms a central role of memory processes in the construction of symbolic number representations. Specifically, their findings point to the associations between numbers stored in long-term memory as a key factor for stable numerical representations and arithmetic competence (Sasanguie et al., [@B56]), thereby also supporting the critical shift from cardinal to ordinal processing in the development of children\'s numerical understanding (Sasanguie and Vos, [@B57]). This crucial role of verbal encoding for a linear spatial representation of serial order information is further emphasized by the difficulties of deaf individuals in recalling items in a given temporal sequence (reviewed in Rinaldi et al., [@B53]), but more research is needed to investigate whether this also affects the construction of a number line.

### The case of space

Space is strikingly different. Not only does it have more dimensions than the other domains under scrutiny, but it also lacks inherent structure, order, and orientation. Apart from a single somewhat privileged direction, defined by gravitation, all other attempts of ordering presuppose a human perspective. Near versus far, front versus back, left versus right all depend on a subjective point of view, and even the non-relativistic reference points that define an absolute frame of reference such as cardinal directions, the slope of mountain sides, or a river\'s direction of flow require cultural conventions (Levinson, [@B39]; Bender and Beller, [@B7]). This may explain why, despite substantial consistency across other domains, response patterns in the spatial domain do not necessarily converge with any of the others.

### Evolution of alignment patterns

If this account is valid, the mechanism that may have given rise to spatialized number lines would be less likely a result of a predisposition for a certain type of representations, and more likely a result of cultural evolution (Winter et al., [@B68]; Núñez, [@B47]), in the course of which a diverse set of cultural representations emerged that helped us put order into important domains. One of these representations was powerful enough to enable the alignment of ordered sequences across domains. Still, coming up with linear representations is far less trivial than we tend to believe. With the exception of rulers (that actually are an attempt to organize space by way of numbers, rather than the reverse), none of the cultural representations of number or time (and text) is strictly linear, or even linear at all. Number representations, for instance, at least in the decimal systems of the languages under scrutiny here, are 2-dimensional (Zhang and Norman, [@B71]), and even in the lower range in which they are still 1-dimensional, they are not necessarily represented in a line on a substantial number of cultural devices (e.g., telephone keypads and door locks). Likewise, the Japanese *kana* syllabaries are tabulated to begin with (Figures [2A,B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), while the letters of the Latin alphabet in the medium with which we are arguably most frequently confronted are presented neither in a linear nor even an ordered manner (to verify, simply look at your computer\'s keyboard)---not to mention the innumerous combinations into which they are turned in daily life. Layout for most texts is also 2-dimensional, with lines running primarily left-to-right, but also top-to-bottom on a page. And even time is typically represented cyclically, emphasizing the recurrence of seconds, minutes, and hours (on analog clocks), or in a tabulated manner for both clock-time (on digital clocks) and larger units such as weekdays, months, or years (on calendars). None of these representations should actually prepare people to develop line-like representations, and both historical sources and data on synesthesia attest to some of the ensuing variability (e.g., Galton, [@B27]; Ernest, [@B21]; Bender and Beller, [@B5]; Núñez, [@B46]).

Arguably the only strictly linear---yet also entirely non-spatial---mode of representation in all domains discussed here (and across languages) is the verbal routine of reciting, be it for the alphabet or the sequence of counting words (the latter initially reinforced by finger counting; cf. Beller and Bender, [@B1]; Fischer and Brugger, [@B22]). Once in place, this linear sequence can be harnessed for organizing similarly structured domains such as loudness (Núñez et al., [@B51]) or time. Space, by contrast, with its three dimensions and lack of inherent structure, defies simple ways of sequencing. While some spatial arrangements do receive order with the help of one of the above domains, such as when hotel rooms or train cars are numbered, most arrangements in the spatial domain necessitate a rather complex coding based on a coordinate system for which both anchoring and aligning need further specification (Levinson, [@B39]; Bender and Beller, [@B7]). Taken together, this raises the question of whether it is really (the allegedly more concrete) space that serves as the universal foundation for representations of more abstract domains such as number and time, or whether inherent features of the latter two---as ordered sequences---are actually what facilitate our organization of space (for examples and other arguments why spatial representations of number or time may not be universal, see also Hutchins, [@B33]; Núñez, [@B46], [@B47]; Núñez and Cornejo, [@B50]; Bender and Beller, [@B7]).

Directions for future research
------------------------------

As discussed earlier, standard paradigms for number line assessment obtain spatial representations along the lateral dimension, because they predefine this dimension as part of the task. One of the most important achievements of the current study is therefore its use of a language elicitation task, which allows us to tap into a different (i.e., the sagittal) dimension. Admittedly, the set of tasks in our study also predefines a dimension, even if a different one, in either providing forced-choice response options (e.g., "Number 25 is two positions *in front of/behind* number 23") or by phrasing the task itself using the dimension under scrutiny (e.g., "Which letter is directly *in front of/behind* G in the alphabet?"). Given our interest in establishing whether the sagittal axis can be used to represent numbers and the fact that such phrasings are more natural in language than left/right or top/down phrasings, we considered this approach justified for an exploratory study. However, if aiming for a more comprehensive understanding of how number representations may principally be aligned with space, future research would be well advised to open up the scope for possible responses. This should include an investigation of whether distinct ways of anchoring, if occurring at all, affect how the number line is spatialized.

A second way in which the current work should be extended lies in the range of languages investigated and the linguistic and cultural factors thus targeted. Specifically, while we attempted to include languages with different writing and reading directions, our selection does not cover the full range of variability in this regard. The same is true for finger counting patterns or properties of counting systems. With regard to the latter, for instance, users of body-based counting systems like the Oksapmin (Saxe, [@B58]) would be an informative sample. Including more characteristics of cultural groups and language communities may also help to answer the puzzling question of why speakers of closely related languages like the Germanic languages tend to differ so substantially in their mental representations of number and time lines. To this effect, other sample characteristics like differences between dialects or effects of bilingualism would be worth investigating.

In addition, research on people with sensory deprivation would be able to shed more light on which aspects of number representation are possibly innate, which are based on sensorimotor experience of movement, and which are brought about by cultural practices and linguistic routines. Unfortunately, while this line of research is experiencing an upsurge, studies devoted to numerical representations along the sagittal axis are still missing (Rinaldi et al., [@B53]).

A third possible direction for future research could be a more in-depth investigation of the potential role played by perspective and other task specifics. Apparently, the involvement of motion, for instance, has the potential to induce a perception of "forward" in the direction of larger numbers, in line with linguistic expressions like "counting forward." Surprisingly, however, this perspective was observed only in two of the five groups, and even there it was not strong enough to fully reverse the preference for assigning [front]{.smallcaps} to the beginning of the number line in static relations. Exactly which factors contribute to the partial reversal of [front]{.smallcaps} assignment in some groups, but not in others, therefore remains an open question.

And finally, more research should be devoted to the analysis of changes over time. While we already discussed the impact that cultural and linguistic tools may have had on the emergence and evolution of number line representations, their influence on children\'s development deserve similar attention. Apparently, children\'s increasing understanding of numbers involves an increasing number of symbolic, culture-specific representations; as a result, the application of procedural knowledge is gradually replaced by the retrieval of declarative knowledge (Sasanguie and Vos, [@B57]). This raises the interesting question of whether and how increasing knowledge of other cultural systems (e.g., temporal representations or the alphabet) may affect how children learn to represent and process information from those domains, or whether and when generalizations across domains may emerge.

Conclusion {#s4}
==========

Number lines and time lines are an appealing possibility compared to the many other ways in which numbers or dates may be mapped onto spatial representations. However, the high degree of variability in the dimensions or axes recruited and in the orientation of alignment with these axes suggests that no specific linear representation is exclusive or essential. Unless we open up our horizon for alternative possibilities, and amend our toolkit with alternative techniques and tasks, we will not be able to find out which possibilities for representing number, time, and other domains, beyond these simple lines, humans actually possess. People are highly flexible in their representations---and prepared to demonstrate this if only they are provided with respective opportunities. Future research should therefore take this more seriously, both with regard to their theoretical conceptualization and to the designs of research paradigms and tasks.
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^1^By accident, for the Japanese version of the item *Mov_n2*, only the forward movement was implemented in all versions of the questionnaire.

^2^*N* equals five numerical items minus the number of missing responses.

^3^Values for the static task were somewhat lower across the board in the study that also investigated dynamic relations (Bender et al., [@B10]). There, [front]{.smallcaps} was assigned to the nearer token by 56.5, 74.6, and 20.3% of the very same speakers of English, German, and Chinese, respectively (indicated in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} by the vertical stroke in the respective bars).
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